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The electroexcitation amplitudes or γvpN
∗ electrocouplings of the N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, 11

and ∆(1600)3/2+ resonances were obtained for the first time from the ep → e′π+π−p′ differential 12

cross sections measured with the CLAS detector at Jefferson Lab within the range of invariant mass 13

W of the final state hadrons from 1.4–1.7 GeV for photon virtualities Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2. A good 14

description of the nine independent one-fold differential γvp → π+π−p′ cross sections achieved within 15

the data-driven JM meson-baryon reaction model in each bin of (W ,Q2) allows for separation of the 16

resonant and non-resonant contributions. The electrocouplings were determined in independent fits 17

of the π+π−p cross sections within three overlapping W intervals with a substantial contribution 18

from each of the three resonances listed above. Consistent results on the electrocouplings extracted 19

from the data in these W intervals provide evidence for their reliable extraction. These studies 20

extend information on the electrocouplings of the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− available from 21

this channel over a broader range of Q2. The electrocouplings of the ∆(1600)3/2+, which decays 22

preferentially into ππN final states, have been determined for the first time. Consistent results on 23

the electrocouplings of the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− from the πN and π+π−p channels allows 24

for the determination of the uncertainties related to the reaction models employed in the data fits. 25

The reliable extraction of the electrocouplings for these states is also supported by the description of 26

the π+π−p differential cross sections with Q2-independent masses and total/partial hadronic decay 27

widths into the π∆ and ρp final states. Our results provide further evidence for the structure of 28

these resonances in terms of an interplay between the inner core of three dressed quarks and an 29

external meson-baryon cloud. 30

I. INTRODUCTION 31

Studies of exclusive π+π−p photo- and electroproduc- 32

tion off protons represent an effective tool for the ex- 33

ploration of the spectrum and structure of nucleon res- 34

onances [1–5]. In this work we will use N∗ to repre- 35

sent both excited nucleon states N(mass)JP , as well as 36

Delta states ∆(mass)JP . The π0p, π+n, and π+π−p 37

electroproduction channels account for the largest part 38

of the inclusive virtual photon-proton cross sections in 39

the resonance excitation region [1]. The data on πN and 40

π+π−p electroproduction offer complementary informa- 41

tion on the nucleon resonance electroexcitation ampli- 42

tudes, the so-called γvpN
∗ electrocouplings, and their 43

evolution with photon virtuality Q2 (Q2 = −q2µ), where 44

qµ is the virtual photon four-momentum. 45

The low-lying N∗ states in the mass range below 46

1.6 GeV decay preferentially into πN , making single pion 47

electroproduction data the driving source of information 48

on the electrocouplings of these states [6–8]. On the other 49

hand, the branching fraction (BF ) of these resonance de- 50

cays into ππN remains appreciable at the level of around 51

40%, allowing for an independent determination of their 52

electrocouplings from this channel [9, 10]. Consistent re- 53

sults on the electrocouplings from independent studies of 54

πN and π+π−p demonstrate the capability of the π+π−p 55

reaction model to provide extraction of these quantities 56

and to evaluate the systematic uncertainties associated 57

with their determination [10, 11]. 58

Several N∗s in the mass range above 1.6 GeV de- 59

cay preferentially into the ππN final states with BF 60

around 70%, making studies of π+π−p electroproduction 61

the major source of information on the electrocouplings 62

of these states [10]. At the same time, there are N∗s 63

with masses above 1.6 GeV that decay mostly to the 64

πN final states [12]. Therefore, studies of both πN and 65

π+π−p electroproduction off protons are of particular im- 66

portance to get information on the Q2-evolution of the 67

electrocouplings for most prominent nucleon resonances. 68

Coupled-channel approaches are making progress to- 69

wards the extraction of the electrocouplings for low- 70

lying N∗ states from the combined analyses of meson 71

photo-, electro-, and hadroproduction data. Recently, 72

the πN and ηp electroproduction multipoles, which are 73

directly related to the γvpN
∗ electrocouplings, were de- 74

termined from CLAS data within a multi-channel analy- 75

sis [13, 14]. The first results on the electrocouplings of the 76

∆(1232)3/2+ and N(1440)1/2+ at their pole positions in 77

the complex energy plane have become available from the 78

global multi-channel analysis developed by the Argonne- 79

Osaka Collaboration [15]. The contributions from the π∆ 80

and ρp channels deduced from the π+π−p cross sections 81
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play an important role in the development of these ap-82

proaches [10, 16]. Experiments of the 6-GeV era with the83

CLAS detector [17] in Hall B at Jefferson Lab have pro-84

vided the first and still only available information on the85

Q2-evolution of the electrocouplings of most resonances86

in the mass range up to 1.8 GeV for Q2 < 5 GeV2 [1, 2].87

Studies of π+π−p photo- and electroproduction also88

provide a promising avenue in the search for the so-89

called “missing” resonances. Constituent quark models90

based on approximate symmetries of the strong interac-91

tion that are relevant for the strongly coupled regime,92

when the QCD running coupling αs/π is comparable93

to unity, predict many more N∗s than have been seen94

in experiments with both electromagnetic and hadronic95

probes [18–20]. These expectations are supported by96

the results on the N∗ spectrum obtained starting from97

the QCD Lagrangian both within lattice and continuum98

QCD approaches [21, 22].99

The combined analysis of the CLAS π+π−p photo-100

and electroproduction data [23, 24] carried out for101

W from 1.6–1.8 GeV and Q2 from 0–1.5 GeV2 re-102

vealed the presence of a new N ′(1720)3/2+ baryon103

state [4]. Only after implementation of this state with104

photo-/electrocouplings, mass, and decay widths fit to105

the CLAS data, was a successful description of the106

π+π−p photo-/electroproduction data achieved with Q2-107

independent masses and decay widths into the π∆ and108

ρp final states. The contributions from the N(1720)3/2+109

and the new N ′(1720)3/2+ are well separated in the110

π+π−p photo-/electroproduction data analyses despite111

their close masses and same spin-parity due to their dif-112

ferent patterns for decay into intermediate π∆ and ρp113

states and the different Q2-evolution of their electrocou-114

plings. These differences can only be seen in the com-115

bined studies of π+π−p photo- and electroproduction,116

but they were elusive in previous studies of the two-body117

meson-baryon channels. Therefore, such combined stud-118

ies provide a promising avenue in the quest to discover119

additional resonances.120

The CLAS results on the electrocouplings make it pos-121

sible for the first time to determine the resonant con-122

tributions to the inclusive electron scattering structure123

functions in the resonance region [25–27]. They also pro-124

vide a new opportunity to better understand the ground125

state nucleon parton distribution functions (PDFs) at126

large values of the fractional parton momentum x within127

the resonance region.128

Analyses of the CLAS results on the Q2-evolution of129

the electrocouplings within coupled-channel approaches130

[15, 28] and continuum Schwinger methods (CSMs) [29],131

supported by the results from different quark models [30–132

33], have revealed N∗ structure as an interplay between133

the inner core of three dressed quarks and an external134

meson-baryon cloud [1, 3, 15, 34]. Studies of the elec-135

trocouplings for Q2 ≲ 2 GeV2 provide important infor-136

mation on the transition from confined dressed quarks137

to deconfined mesons and baryons that give rise to the138

meson-baryon cloud.139

Analyses of these electrocouplings suggest a grad-140

ual transition from the convolution between the meson-141

baryon cloud and quark core in N∗ structure towards142

quark core dominance with increasing Q2 [29, 31–33].143

Virtual photons with Q2 ≳ 1 − 2 GeV2 penetrate the144

meson-baryon cloud and interact mostly with the quark145

core. Consequently, studies of the electrocouplings in146

this higher Q2 regime provide a unique way to explore147

the structure of dressed quarks and the evolution of their148

interactions at distance scales from the strongly coupled149

to the perturbative (pQCD) regimes [35–38]. Therefore,150

the region of high Q2 looks promising to explore many151

facets of the strong interaction dynamics between three152

dressed quarks apparent in the generation of various N∗s153

with different quantum numbers and structure.154

The description of the ∆(1232)3/2+ and N(1440)1/2+155

electrocouplings achieved within CSMs [39, 40] by em-156

ploying the same momentum dependence of the dressed157

quark mass deduced from the QCD Lagrangian [36, 38]158

and used in the description of the pion and nucleon elas-159

tic electromagnetic form factors [39, 41, 42] demonstrated160

the promising opportunity for gaining insight into the161

emergence of more than 98% of the hadron mass from162

data on the Q2-evolution of the electrocouplings.163

As of now, the electrocouplings are available from164

π+π−p electroproduction cross sections within the range165

of Q2 < 1.5 GeV2. In this paper, we present an ex-166

tension of the results on the electrocouplings of the167

N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− determined from the168

π+π−p cross sections at W from 1.4–1.7 GeV for Q2 from169

2.0–5.0 GeV2 and compare them with the available re-170

sults from the studies of πN electroproduction within171

the same kinematic domain. The ∆(1600)3/2+ recently172

was elevated to a four-star PDG status [12]. This state173

decays preferentially into ππN . The electrocouplings of174

the ∆(1600)3/2+ have become available for the first time175

from the analysis of the π+π−p electroproduction data176

presented here.177

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we178

present the kinematic variables for the description of179

π+π−p electroproduction and the one-fold differential180

cross sections measured with CLAS used for the ex-181

traction of the electrocouplings in the mass range below182

1.7 GeV. Here, we also discuss the updates to the Jeffer-183

son Lab-Moscow State University (JM) reaction model184

relevant to the extraction of the electrocouplings for Q2
185

from 2.0–5.0 GeV2. The procedures developed for the186

evaluation of the electrocouplings from the cross section187

fits are presented in Section III. The results on the elec-188

trocouplings and partial decay widths to π∆ and ρp for189

the N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+ are190

presented in Section IV, along with comparisons of the191

electrocouplings from the π+π−p data with those previ-192

ously available from the analyses of πN data. The impact193

of these results on the understanding of N∗ structure is194

presented in Section V. We conclude and highlight the fu-195

ture prospects for resonance electrocoupling studies from196

exclusive meson electroproduction data in Section VI.197
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II. CROSS SECTIONS AND REACTION 198

MODEL FOR ELECTROCOUPLINGS 199

In this section we describe the π+π−p differential cross 200

sections measured with CLAS for W from 1.4–1.7 GeV 201

and Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 [43, 44] that were used for 202

the extraction of the N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and 203

∆(1600)3/2+ parameters. We also present the basic fea- 204

tures of the JM model relevant for the extraction of the 205

electrocouplings from the π+π−p data and the most re- 206

cent JM model updates. 207

FIG. 1. Kinematic variables for the description of the reac-
tion γvp → π+π−p′ in the CM frame of the final state hadrons
corresponding to the d5τ differential assignment given in Sec-
tion IIA. Panel (a) shows the π− polar and azimuthal an-
gles θπ− and ϕπ− . Plane C represents the electron scattering
plane. The z-axis is directed along the γv three-momentum,
while the x-axis is located in the electron scattering plane C
and the y-axis forms a right-handed coordinate system. Plane
A is defined by the three-momenta of the initial state proton
and the final state π−. Panel (b) shows the angle α[π−p][π+p′]

between the two hadronic planes A and B or the plane B rota-
tion angle around the axis aligned along the three-momentum
of the final state π−. Plane B is defined by the three-momenta
of the final state π+ and p′.

A. Kinematic Variables and π+π−p 208

Electroproduction Cross Sections 209

For the γvp → π+π−p′ reaction, the invariant mass 210

of the final state hadrons W and photon virtuality Q2
211

unambiguously determine the initial state virtual pho- 212

ton and proton four-momenta in their center-of-mass 213

(CM) frame with the z-axis directed along the γv three- 214

momentum as shown in Fig. 1. The final π+π−p state 215

is described by the four-momenta of the three final state 216

hadrons by twelve variables. Energy-momentum conser- 217

vation reduces the number of variables down to eight. 218

2.0-2.4
2.2 for computed cross sections

2.4-3.0
2.6 for computed cross sections

3.0-3.5
Q2 Interval, GeV2 3.2 for computed cross sections

3.5-4.2
3.6 for computed cross sections

4.2-5.0
4.4 for computed cross sections

W Interval, GeV 1.41-1.66
covered in each Q2 bin 11 bins

TABLE I. Kinematic area covered in the fit of the CLAS
π+π−p electroproduction cross sections for the extraction of
the resonance parameters [43, 44].

One-Fold Differential Interval Number of
Cross Section Covered Bins
dσ

dM
π+p

(µb/GeV) Mmin
π+p -M

max
π+p 14

dσ
dM

π+π−
(µb/GeV) Mmin

π+π− -Mmax
π+π− 14

dσ
dM

π−p
(µb/GeV) Mmin

π−p -M
max
π−p 14

dσ
sin θ

π−dθ
π−

(µb/rad) 0-180◦ 10
dσ

sin θ
π+dθ

π+
(µb/rad) 0-180◦ 10

dσ
sin θp′dθp′

(µb/rad) 0-180◦ 10

dσ/dα[π−p][π+p′] (µb/rad) 0-360◦ 10
dσ/dα[π+p][π−p′] (µb/rad) 0-360◦ 10
dσ/dα[π+π−][pp′] (µb/rad) 0-360◦ 10

TABLE II. List of the one-fold differential cross sections mea-
sured with CLAS [43, 44] and the binning over the kinematic
variables. Mmin

i,j = Mi + Mj and Mmax
i,j = W − Mk, where

Mi,j and Mk are the invariant masses of the final state hadron
pair (i, j), and the mass of the third final state hadron k, re-
spectively.

Since the three final state hadrons are on-shell, three ad- 219

ditional relations between the final state hadron energies 220

and absolute momentum values reduce the number of 221

independent variables down to five. Hence, at a given 222

W and Q2, the reaction can be fully described by the 223

five-fold differential cross section d5σ/d5τ , where d5τ is 224

differential in the five independent variables that deter- 225

mine the final state hadron four-momenta. There are 226

many choices for these five variables [45]. After defin- 227

ing Mπ+p, Mπ−p, and Mπ+π− as the invariant masses 228

of the three possible two-hadron pairs in the final state, 229

we adopt here the following assignment for the compu- 230

tation of the five-fold differential cross section: d5τ = 231

dMπ+pdMπ+π−dΩπ−dα[π−p][π+p′], where Ωπ− is the final 232

state π− solid angle defined by the polar (θπ−) and az- 233

imuthal (ϕπ−) angles shown in Fig. 1(a), and α[π−p][π+p′] 234

is the rotation angle of plane B defined by the momenta 235

of the final state π+ and p′ around the axis defined by 236

the final state π− momentum, see Fig. 1(b). This d5τ dif- 237

ferential is used in the computation of the π+π−p cross 238

sections within the JM model for comparison with the ex- 239

perimental data [46, 47]. All frame-dependent variables 240
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are defined in the final state hadron CM frame.241

The π+π−p electroproduction data have been collected242

in the bins of a seven-dimensional space, since for the243

description of the initial state kinematics, W and Q2 are244

required. The number of bins in the seven-dimensional245

reaction phase space and the kinematic area covered by246

the data for extraction of the differential cross sections247

are detailed in Tables I and II. The huge number of248

seven-dimensional bins over the reaction phase space (≈249

1×107 bins) does not allow us to use the correlated multi-250

fold differential cross sections in the analysis of the data.251

More than half of the five-dimensional phase-space bins252

of the final state hadrons at any given W and Q2 remain253

unpopulated due to statistical limitations. Therefore, we254

use the following one-fold differential cross sections in255

each bin of W and Q2 covered by the data:256

• invariant mass distributions for the three pairs of257

the final state particles dσ/dMπ+π− , dσ/dMπ+p,258

and dσ/dMπ−p;259

• distributions for the CM polar angles of the260

three final state particles dσ/(sin θπ−dθπ−),261

dσ/(sin θπ+dθπ+), and dσ/(sin θp′dθp′);262

• distributions for the three α-angles determined in263

the CM frame: dσ/dα[π−p][π+p′], dσ/dα[π+p][π−p′],264

and dσ/dα[π+π−][pp′], where dσ/dα[π+p][π−p′]265

and dσ/dα[π+π−][pp′] are defined analogously to266

dσ/dα[π−p][π+p′] described above.267

The one-fold differential cross sections were obtained268

by integrating the five-fold differential cross sections over269

the other four kinematic variables of d5τ . However, the270

angular distributions for the polar angles of the final state271

π+ and p, as well as for the rotation angles around the272

axes along the momenta of these final state hadrons, can-273

not be obtained from d5τ described above, since this dif-274

ferential does not depend on these variables. Two other275

sets of differentials d5τ ′ and d5τ ′′ are required, which276

contain dΩπ+dα[π+p][π−p′] and dΩp′dα[pp′][π+π−], respec-277

tively, as described in Refs. [9, 47]. The five-fold differen-278

tial cross sections evaluated over the other two differen-279

tials were computed from the five-fold differential cross280

section over the d5τ differential by means of cross sec-281

tion interpolation. For each kinematic point in the five-282

dimensional phase space determined by the variables of283

the d5τ ′ and d5τ ′′ differentials, the four-momenta of the284

three final state hadrons were computed, and from these285

values, the five variables of the d5τ differential were de-286

termined. The d5σ/d5τ cross sections were interpolated287

into this five-dimensional kinematic point.288

B. Reaction Model for Extraction of289

Electrocouplings290

The N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+291

electrocouplings have been extracted for Q2 from 2.0–292

5.0 GeV2 from the data on the π+π−p differential cross293

N∗ States Mass, Total Decay Refs.
Incorporated GeV Width
in Data Fit Γtot, GeV
N(1440)1/2+ 1.43-1.48 0.25-0.40 [8]
N(1520)3/2− 1.51-1.53 0.12-0.13 [8]
N(1535)1/2− 1.51-1.55 0.12-0.18 [8]
N(1650)1/2− 1.64-1.67 0.15-0.16 [27]
N(1680)5/2+ 1.68-1.69 0.11-0.13 [7]
N(1700)3/2− 1.65-1.75 0.16-0.18 [7]
N ′(1720)3/2+ 1.71-1.74 0.11-0.13 [4]
N(1720)3/2+ 1.73-1.76 0.11-0.13 [27]
∆(1600)3/2+ 1.50-1.64 0.20-0.30 [48]
∆(1620)1/2− 1.60-1.66 0.11-0.15 [27]
∆(1700)3/2− 1.67-1.73 0.23-0.32 [27]

TABLE III. List of resonances included in the fit of the π+π−p
differential cross sections within the JM23 model and their pa-
rameters: masses, total decay widths Γtot, and ranges of their
variation. The JM17 model contains all listed resonances,
except for the ∆(1600)3/2+. The starting values for the res-
onance electrocouplings were taken from the references given
in the last column. The electrocouplings of the N(1650)1/2−,
N(1720)3/2+, N ′(1720)3/2+, and ∆(1620)1/2− were ob-
tained for Q2 < 1.5 GeV2 and extrapolated to the Q2 area
covered by the CLAS data [43, 44] as described in Ref. [27].
The predictions of Ref. [48] were used as the starting values
for the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings.

sections by fitting them within the framework of the data-294

driven JM reaction model detailed in Refs. [9, 10, 16],295

referred to as JM17, which was used for the extrac-296

tion of the electrocouplings for Q2 < 1.5 GeV2 and297

W < 1.8 GeV. Within this approach, the π+π−p electro-298

production mechanisms seen through their manifestation299

in the observables as peaks in the invariant mass distribu-300

tions for the final state hadrons and with pronounced de-301

pendencies in the CM angular distributions for the final302

state hadrons were incorporated. The remaining mecha-303

nisms without pronounced kinematic dependencies were304

accounted for by exploring the correlations between the305

shapes of their contributions into the nine independent306

one-fold differential cross sections.307

The mechanisms incorporated into the JM model are308

shown in Fig. 2. The amplitudes of the γvp → π+π−p′309

reaction are described as a superposition of the π−∆++,310

π+∆0, ρp, π+N0(1520), and π+N0(1680) sub-channels311

with subsequent decays of the unstable hadrons to the312

final state π+π−p state as detailed in Appendix III of313

Ref. [16]. In addition, direct 2π production mecha-314

nisms, where the final π+π−p comes about without go-315

ing through the intermediate process of forming unstable316

hadron states are included. Evidence for these contribu-317

tions is seen in analyses of the final state hadron angular318

distributions with the phenomenological amplitudes de-319

scribed in Ref. [16].320

Within the JM17 model, only the π−∆++, π+∆0, and321

ρp channels contain contributions from N∗s excited in322

the s-channel for the γvp interaction. The JM17 model323

incorporates contributions from all well-established N∗
324
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FIG. 2. The γvp → π+π−p′ electroproduction mechanisms incorporated at the amplitude level into the JM17 model [9, 10, 16]:
a) full amplitude; b) π−∆++ and π−∆++(1600)3/2+ sub-channels; c) π+∆0, π+N0(1520)3/2−, and π+N0(1680)5/2+ sub-
channels; d) ρp sub-channel; e) direct 2π mechanisms.

states listed in Table III, except for the ∆(1600)3/2+ that 325

was not included. Note that the four-star N(1675)5/2− 326

and N(1710)1/2+ states were not included. The ampli- 327

tudes for electroexcitation of the N(1675)5/2− off pro- 328

tons are suppressed in comparison with the electrocou- 329

plings of other resonances in the third resonance region. 330

Furthermore, in this work we have only determined the 331

γvpN
∗ electrocouplings for resonances in the mass range 332

below 1.6 GeV. In this case, only the tail from the weakly 333

excited N(1675)5/2− can contribute. As well, studies 334

of π+π−p electroproduction in the third resonance re- 335

gion have revealed no evidence for contributions from the 336

N(1710)1/2+[4, 23]. 337

The resonant amplitudes are described by a unita- 338

rized Breit-Wigner ansatz [9], which accounts for the 339

transition between the same and different resonances in 340

the dressed resonance propagator, which makes the reso- 341

nant amplitudes consistent with restrictions imposed by 342

a general unitarity condition [49, 50]. Quantum number 343

conservation in the strong interaction allows for transi- 344

tions between the pairs of N∗ states, N(1520)3/2− ↔ 345

N(1700)3/2−, N(1535)1/2− ↔ N(1650)1/2−, and 346

N(1720)3/2+ ↔ N ′(1720)3/2+, which are incorporated 347

into the JM17 model. 348

The non-resonant amplitudes in the π∆ sub-channels 349

are described by the minimal set of current conserving 350

Reggeized Born terms detailed in Ref. [16]. They include 351

the contact, Reggeized t-channel π-in-flight, s-channel 352

nucleon, and u-channel ∆-in-flight terms. Note, as W 353

is going to threshold, the Reggeized t-channel term grad- 354

ually transforms into the π-pole term, allowing use of the 355

Reggeized Born terms at low W . 356

The π+N0(1520)3/2− and π+N0(1680)5/2+ channels 357

are described in the JM17 model by non-resonant contri- 358

butions only. The amplitudes of the π+N0(1520)3/2− 359

sub-channel were derived from the non-resonant Born 360

terms in the π∆ sub-channels by implementing an ad- 361

ditional γ5-matrix that accounts for the opposite parities 362

of the ∆(1232)3/2+ and N(1520)3/2− [16]. The mag- 363

nitudes of the π+N0(1520)3/2− production amplitudes 364

were independently fit to the data for each bin in W and 365

Q2. The contributions from the π+N0(1520)3/2− sub- 366

channel should be taken into account for W > 1.5 GeV. 367

The π+N0(1680)5/2+ contributions are seen in the data 368

at W > 1.6 GeV. These contributions are almost negli- 369

gible at smaller W . Effective t-channel exchange terms 370

were employed in the JM17 model for parameterization 371

of the amplitudes of this sub-channel [16]. The magni- 372

tudes of the π+N0(1680)5/2+ amplitudes were fit to the 373

data for each bin in W and Q2. 374

In general, unitarity requires the presence of direct 2π 375

production mechanisms in the π+π−p electroproduction 376

amplitudes, where the final state is created without going 377

through the intermediate step of forming unstable hadron 378

states [51, 52]. These 2π processes are beyond the afore- 379

mentioned contributions from the two-body sub-channels 380

and are implemented into the JM17 model. These mech- 381

anisms are incorporated by a sequence of two exchanges 382

in the t- and/or u-channel by unspecified particles that 383

belong to two Regge trajectories. The amplitudes of the 384

2π mechanisms are parameterized by a Lorentz-invariant 385

contraction between the spin-tensors of the initial and 386

final state particles, while two exponential propagators 387

describe the exchanges by unspecified particles. All de- 388

tails on the parameterization of the 2π mechanisms are 389

available in Refs. [10, 16]. The magnitudes of these am- 390

plitudes are fit to the data for each bin in W and Q2. 391

The studies of the final state hadron angular distribu- 392
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FIG. 3. Description of the nine one-fold differential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections measured with CLAS [43, 44]
(black points) achieved within the JM17 reaction model (left) and after improvements within the updated version JM23 (right)
at W from 1.45–1.48 GeV and Q2 from 3.50–4.20 GeV2. θh represents the CM emission angles of the final state hadrons
(h = π−, π+, p). The computed differential cross sections are shown by the black solid lines, while the contributions from the
π−∆++ and π+∆0 channels are shown by the red dashed and blue dotted lines, respectively. The contributions from direct 2π
production are shown by the magenta long-dashed lines.

FIG. 4. Description of the nine one-fold differential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections measured with CLAS [43, 44] (in
red) achieved within the JM17 reaction model (left) and after improvements within the updated version JM23 (right) at W
from 1.50–1.53 GeV and Q2 from 3.50–4.20 GeV2. The legend for the curves is the same as in Fig. 3.

tions over αi (i = [π−p][π+p′], [π+p][π−p′], [π+π−][pp′])393

in Ref. [10] demonstrated the need to implement rela-394

tive phases for all 2π mechanisms included in the JM17395

model determined in the data fit. The contributions from396

these mechanisms are maximal and substantial (≈30%)397

for W < 1.5 GeV and they decrease with increasing W ,398

contributing less than 10% for W > 1.6 GeV. However,399

even in this kinematic regime, these mechanisms can be400

seen in the π+π−p cross sections due to an interference401

of the amplitudes with the two-body sub-channels.402

Representative examples of the description of the403

π+π−p cross sections achieved within the JM17 model in404
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FIG. 5. Description of the nine one-fold differential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections measured with CLAS [43, 44] (in
red) achieved within the JM17 reaction model (left) and after improvements within the updated version JM23 (right) at W
from 1.55–1.58 GeV and Q2 from 3.50–4.20 GeV2. The legend for the curves is the same as in Fig. 3.

several bins of W < 1.6 GeV for Q2 from 3.50–4.20 GeV2
405

are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 (left). The chosen W 406

intervals are closest to the Breit-Wigner masses of the 407

N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+. The fol- 408

lowing discrepancies have been observed in the descrip- 409

tion of these data: 410

• The JM17 model overestimates the π− and p polar 411

angular distributions for forward CM angles. 412

• These discrepancies are correlated with overesti- 413

mated π+ angular distributions at backward CM 414

polar angles. 415

• Substantial deviations between the computed and 416

measured dσ/dα[π+π−][pp′] differential cross sec- 417

tions become evident. 418

• The JM17 model cannot reproduce the shape of 419

the π+π− invariant mass distributions for W < 420

1.55 GeV and of the π−p invariant mass distribu- 421

tions at W < 1.50 GeV for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2. 422

Comparisons of Figs. 3, 4, and 5 (left) demonstrate that 423

these discrepancies are related mostly to the limitations 424

of the JM17 model for the description of the π∆ chan- 425

nels for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2. The phenomenological 426

extra contact terms employed for the description of the 427

contributions into the π∆ amplitudes beyond the Born 428

terms have been further modified to achieve the quality 429

of the data description needed for the extraction of the 430

electrocouplings. 431

These modifications are achieved by multiplying the 432

extra contact term amplitudes T 0
e.c.t. π∆ employed in the 433

JM17 model (detailed in Ref. [16], Appendix II) with 434

(a) the four factors F1(t
′
pp′), F2(t

′
γπ−), F3(t

′
γπ+), and 435

F4(t
′
γp′), which allow for a better description of the CM 436

θi (i = π+, π−, p′) angular distributions of the final state 437

hadrons and (b) the factor M1(Mπ+π−) needed in order 438

to improve the description of π+π− invariant mass dis- 439

tributions. The updated extra contact term amplitudes 440

Te.c.t.π∆ are parameterized as: 441

Te.c.t. π∆ = T 0
e.c.t. π∆ · F1(t

′
pp′) · F2(t

′
γπ−)

· F3(t
′
γπ+) · F4(t

′
γp′) ·M1(Mπ+π−). (1)

Here t′pp′ , t′γπ− , t′γπ+ , and t′γp′ are the squared four- 442

momentum transfers defined by the difference between 443

the initial state γv and p and one of the final state 444

hadrons, and their maximum values in the respective 445

physics regions. They are defined by: 446

tpp′ = (pp − pp′)2, t′pp′ = tpp′ − tmax
pp′ ,

tmax
pp′ = 2m2

p − 2EpEp′ + 2 |pp| |pp′ | (2)

tγπ− = (qγ − pπ−)2, t′γπ− = tγπ− − tmax
γπ− ,

tmax
γπ− = −Q2 +m2

π − 2EγEπ− + 2 |qγ | |pπ− | ,
Q2 = −q2γ (3)

tγπ+ = (qγ − pπ+)2, t′γπ+ = tγπ+ − tmax
γπ+ ,

tmax
γπ+ = −Q2 +m2

π − 2EγEπ+ + 2 |qγ | |pπ+ | (4)

tγp′ = (qγ − pp′)2, t′γp′ = tγp′ − tmax
γp′ ,

tmax
γp′ = −Q2 +m2

p − 2EγEp′ + 2 |qγ | |pp′ | . (5)
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Here qγ , pπ+ , pπ− , and pp′ are the four-momenta of the447

initial state photon and the final state π+, π−, and p,448

respectively, and pp is the four-momentum of the initial449

state proton. q2, Ep, and mp represent the virtual pho-450

ton four-momentum squared, the initial state proton CM451

energy, and the proton mass. Eπ+ , Eπ− , Ep′ , and |pπ− |,452

|pπ+ |, |pp′ | are the CM energies and absolute values of453

the three-momenta for the final state π+, π−, and p, re-454

spectively, while |qγ | is the absolute value of the virtual455

photon three-momentum in the CM frame.456

The factors Fj in Eq.(1) are parameterized as:457

Fj =

{
−t′j , if tj > Λj(W,Q2)

Λj(W )− tmax
j if tj < Λj(W,Q2),

(6)

where j=pp′, γπ−, γπ+, γp′ and the parameters458

Λj(W,Q2) are adjusted to reproduce the data on the CM459

π+, π−, and p angular distributions in each bin of W and460

Q2 independently.461

The Fi factors make the extra contact term contribu-462

tions equal to zero at the maximum accessible values of463

the respective squared four-momentum transfers. They464

cause the amplitudes to increase with −t′j (or with abso-465

lute t′j values) in the range of t′j > Λj , making the final466

state hadron CM angular distributions closer to those467

measured with CLAS.468

The factor M1(Mπ+π−) in Eq.(1) is essential to im-469

prove the description of the π+π− invariant mass distri-470

butions. It is given by:471

M1(Mπ+π−) =


M2

π+π−−aπ+π− (W,Q2)m2
π

(W−bπ+π− (W,Q2)Mp)2−M2
π+π−

if W < 1.6 GeV

1 if W > 1.6 GeV,
(7)

where the parameters aπ+π−(W,Q2) (aπ+π− > 4.0) and472

bπ+π−(W,Q2) (0.0 < bπ+π− < 1.0) are adjusted to the473

data in each bin of W and Q2 independently. At values474

of bπ+π−(W,Q2) equal to unity, the factor M1(Mπ+π−)475

develops a pole at the maximum kinematically allowed476

invariant masses Mπ+π− . Hence, the denominator in477

Eq.(7) defines the shape of the Mπ+π− invariant mass478

distributions at their largest kinematically allowed val-479

ues, while the numerator in Eq.(7) regulates the slope of480

the Mπ+π− mass distributions.481

The modifications of the JM17 model extra contact482

term described above and the implementation of the483

∆(1600)3/2+ led to the updated model version referred484

to as JM23. With the JM23 model, a reasonable de-485

scription of the experimental data on the nine indepen-486

dent one-fold differential π+π−p electroproduction cross487

sections has been achieved in the extended Q2 range as488

exemplified in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 (right). The χ2/d.p.489

(d.p. = data point) values computed within the range of490

W < 1.7 GeV for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 from the point-491

by-point comparison between the measured π+π−p dif-492

ferential cross sections and those evaluated within JM23493

are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of W in each Q2 interval494

covered by the analyzed CLAS data. Only the statisti-495

cal data uncertainties were included in the evaluation of496

χ2/d.p. to enhance the sensitivity of these quantities to497

the parameterization of non-resonant contributions. In498

each bin the χ2/d.p. values are comparable with those499

achieved in previous analyses of π+π−p electroproduc-500

tion data [9, 10] where the electrocouplings were deduced501

from the data fits within the previous versions of the JM502

model. From 6 to 8 parameters of the non-resonant am-503

plitudes were varied in the extraction of the γvpN
∗ elec-504

trocouplings, which were fit to 102 data points in each505

bin of (W,Q2).506

We also explored the impact of the ∆(1600)3/2+ on507

the description of the π+π−p differential cross sections.508

The four-star status for this state was assigned after509

2017, hence, it was not included in the JM17 model.510

The ∆(1600)3/2+ was incorporated into the JM23 ver-511

sion with starting hadronic decay parameters taken from512

the PDG [12] and with the initial γvpN
∗ electrocou-513

plings from the CSM predictions [48]. The results in514

Fig. 6 demonstrate improvements in the description of515

the π+π−p differential cross sections after implementa-516

tion of this state. The improvements become more pro-517

nounced with increasing Q2, suggesting a relative in-518

crease of the signal from the ∆(1600)3/2+ with Q2. For519

the highest Q2 bin, because of the increase of the data520

uncertainties, the improvement of the data description is521

less pronounced. It is also worth noting that the imple-522

mentation of the ∆(1600)3/2+ into JM23 has allowed for523

the reduction of the magnitudes of the direct 2π produc-524

tion amplitudes by 20–50% and for the extra contact term525

amplitudes in the π∆ sub-channels by 10–30%, which526

represent the contributions described within the entirely527

phenomenological parameterization. These observations528

have confirmed the impact of the ∆(1600)3/2+ contribu-529

tion in π+π−p electroproduction.530

III. RESONANCE PARAMETER EXTRACTION531

FROM CROSS SECTION FITS532

The electrocouplings of the N(1440)1/2+,533

N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+, as well as their534

branching fractions for decays into π∆ and ρp, were535

extracted from fits of the nine independent one-fold536

differential π+π−p cross sections as described in537

Section IIA. A good description of the π+π−p elec-538

troproduction data achieved with the JM23 model at539

W < 1.7 GeV for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 allows for540
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FIG. 6. Description of the nine one-fold differential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections in terms of χ2/d.p. determined
from the point-by-point comparison between the experimental data (only statistical uncertainties taken into account) and
the computed values within the JM23 model as a function of W for Q2 as indicated on the plots. χ2/d.p. with/without
implementation of the ∆(1600)3/2+ is shown by the blue dashed/black solid lines, respectively. The Breit-Wigner mass of the
∆(1600)3/2+ is indicated by the middle vertical line and the outer vertical lines show the total decay width.

Resonance W Interval, GeV
1.41-1.51

N(1440)1/2+ 1.46-1.56
1.51-1.61
1.41-1.51

N(1520)3/2− 1.46-1.56
1.51-1.61
1.46-1.56

∆(1600)3/2+ 1.51-1.61
1.56-1.66

TABLE IV. W intervals where the nine independent one-
fold differential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections were
fit independently for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 to extract the
N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocou-
plings and their BF for decays into the π∆ and ρp inter-
mediate states with JM23.

the determination of the resonance parameters from 541

the data fit for W from 1.40–1.66 GeV and Q2 from 542

2.0–5.0 GeV2. The electrocouplings and hadronic decay 543

parameters were obtained from independent fits within 544

the three overlapping W intervals given in Table IV. 545

The non-resonant contributions in these W intervals are 546

different, while the electrocouplings determined from the 547

data fits should be the same within their uncertainties, 548

validating extraction of these quantities. 549

In the data fit we simultaneously varied the electrocou- 550

plings, the resonance partial decay widths into π∆ and 551

ρp, and the Breit-Wigner masses for all N∗ states listed 552

in Table III. The starting values for the resonance decay 553

amplitudes into π∆ and ρp of orbital angular momentum 554

L and total spin S, are defined by 555√
Γi
LS =

√
Γtot ·BF i

LS , (8)

where the resonance total decay widths Γtot were taken 556

from Ref. [12], and the branching fractions BF i
LS (i = 557

π∆, ρp) for the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− were 558

taken from the previous studies of CLAS πN and π+π−p 559

electroproduction data [8–10]. For other excited states, 560

the outcome of the analyses of Refs. [53, 54] were used 561

for the BF i
LS starting values. For each resonance, the 562

total decay width was computed as the sum of all par- 563

tial decay widths. The floating of the resonance masses 564

and total decay widths Γtot caused by variation of the 565

partial hadronic decay widths into π∆ and ρp were lim- 566

ited by the intervals given in Ref. [12]. In this way, we 567

imposed restrictions for the variation of the N∗ partial 568

hadronic decay widths Γi
LS (i = π∆, ρp)into π∆ and ρp 569

decomposed over the LS-partial waves. 570

The starting values for the N(1440)1/2+ and 571

N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings used in the fit of the 572

π+π−p electroproduction cross sections were taken from 573
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the analysis of πN electroproduction [8]. The transverse574

electrocouplings A1/2 and A3/2 of these states were var-575

ied by employing normal distributions with the σ pa-576

rameters equal to 30% of their starting values. There577

were no restrictions on the minimum or maximum trial578

electrocoupling values, allowing us to explore the area579

of ≈ ±3σ around the starting values. The longitudi-580

nal S1/2 electrocouplings of smaller absolute values were581

varied within a broader range so that their absolute val-582

ues overlapped with the absolute values of the transverse583

electrocouplings.584

The starting values for the electrocouplings of the585

∆(1600)3/2+ were based on the CSM predictions [48].586

Currently, CSM takes into account only the contribu-587

tions from the quark core that gradually dominate as Q2
588

increases, typically for Q2 ≳ 2 GeV2, which is the range589

covered in this analysis. Therefore, the actual starting590

values of the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings were taken591

from the values of Ref. [48] multiplied by a common factor592

of 0.6 applied over the entire range ofQ2 for all three elec-593

trocouplings A1/2, A3/2, and S1/2. This factor accounts594

for the fact that the wave function of the ∆(1600)3/2+595

represents a superposition of the contributions from the596

quark core and meson-baryon cloud. In the data fit, im-597

plementation of this factor was needed to reproduce the598

results on the final state proton CM angular distributions599

in the forward hemisphere. The ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocou-600

plings were varied employing normal distributions with601

the σ parameters equal to 50% of their starting values.602

In the fits we simultaneously varied the electrocou-603

plings of all N∗s of four-star status (other than the604

N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+) as de-605

scribed above within the mass range below 1.7 GeV. This606

variation employed a normal distribution with the σ pa-607

rameters equal to 20% of their starting values, which608

were taken from the analyses of the CLAS exclusive me-609

son electroproduction data [1] with the numerical results610

available in Ref. [27].611

In the data fit we also varied the following parameters612

of the non-resonant mechanisms employed in the JM23613

model:614

• the magnitudes of the additional contact-term am-615

plitudes in the π−∆++ and π+∆0 channels (1 pa-616

rameter per Q2-bin);617

• the magnitudes of the π+N0(1520)3/2− channel (1618

parameter per Q2-bin);619

• the magnitudes of all direct 2π production ampli-620

tudes (up to 6 parameters per Q2-bin).621

The starting values for these parameters were deter-622

mined in their initial adjustment to the nine independent623

one-fold π+π−p differential cross sections. We applied624

W -independent multiplicative factors to the magnitudes625

of the non-resonant amplitudes listed above. They re-626

mained the same in the entire W interval covered by the627

fit within any Q2-bin, but they depended on Q2 and were628

W Interval,
GeV 1.41-1.51 1.46-1.56 1.51-1.61 1.56-1.66

χ2/d.p.
Ranges 0.51-0.57 0.52-0.67 0.52-0.69 0.69-0.76

TABLE V. The ranges of χ2/d.p. for the nine one-fold differ-
ential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections selected in the
data fit computed within JM23 in overlapping W intervals
for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2. The uncertainties for the mea-
sured data are given by the quadratic sum of the statistical
and that part of the systematic uncertainty dependent on the
final state hadron kinematics.

fit to the data in each Q2-bin independently. The mul-629

tiplicative factors were varied around unity, employing630

normal distributions with σ values in the range of 20%.631

In this way, we retained a smooth W -dependence of the632

non-resonant contributions established in the adjustment633

to the data and explored the possibility of improving the634

data description in the simultaneous variation of the res-635

onant and non-resonant parameters.636

The special data fit procedure described in Ref. [9] was637

employed for the extraction of the resonance parameters.638

It allowed us to obtain not only the best fit but also to639

establish bands of the computed cross sections that were640

compatible with the data within their uncertainties. For641

each trial set of JM23 resonant and non-resonant param-642

eters, we computed the nine one-fold differential π+π−p643

cross sections and χ2/d.p. values. The latter were esti-644

mated in point-by-point comparisons between the mea-645

sured and computed cross sections in all bins of W from646

1.41–1.66 GeV for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 covered by the647

CLAS data. The data uncertainties account for both the648

statistical and that part of the systematic uncertainty649

dependent on the final state hadron kinematics, which650

were added in quadrature. In the fit, we selected the651

computed one-fold differential cross sections closest to652

the data with χ2/d.p. less than a predetermined maxi-653

mum value. These values of χ2
max/d.p. were obtained by654

requiring that the computed cross sections with smaller655

χ2/d.p. be within the data uncertainties for the major-656

ity of the data points. In this fit procedure, we obtained657

the χ2/d.p. intervals within which the computed cross658

sections described the data equally well within the data659

uncertainties. The ranges of χ2/d.p. listed in Table V660

demonstrate that the cross sections selected in the data661

fit are indeed distributed within the data uncertainties662

over the entire area of (W,Q2) covered in the data anal-663

ysis.664

Representative examples for the fit quality of the cross665

sections within the W intervals closest to the Breit-666

Wigner masses of the N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and667

∆(1600)3/2+ for Q2 from 3.0–3.5 GeV2 are shown in668

Fig. 7. The computed cross sections selected in the data669

fit are shown by the red curves. The resonant contribu-670

tions were obtained from the differential cross sections671

computed from only the resonance amplitudes and are672

shown by the blue bars. The deduced uncertainties for673
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FIG. 7. Fit of the nine one-fold differential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections measured with CLAS [44] (in black) achieved
within the JM23 model for W from 1.450–1.475 GeV (top left), 1.500–1.525 GeV, (top right) and 1.550–1.575 GeV (bottom)
for Q2 from 3.0-3.5 GeV2. The data point uncertainties are evaluated as a quadratic sum of statistical and relevant systematic
uncertainties. The groups of red curves represent the JM23 fits closest to the data. The resonant contributions are shown in
blue.

the resonance contributions are comparable both with 674

the uncertainties of the measured differential cross sec- 675

tions and with the spread of the fits computed within the 676

JM23 model. Pronounced differences are evident in the 677

shapes of the computed differential cross sections selected 678

in the data fit and the respective resonant contributions, 679

in particular, for all angular distributions. The shapes of 680

the resonant contributions are different in each of the nine 681

one-fold differential cross sections but they are highly cor- 682

related by the reaction dynamics that underlie the reso- 683

nance excitations in the s-channel and their subsequent 684

decays into either the π∆ or ρp intermediate states. The 685

resonant/non-resonant contribution differences allow for 686

isolation of the resonant contributions. The electrocou- 687

plings and decay widths into π∆ and ρp have been de- 688

termined from the resonant contributions by fitting them 689

within the unitarized Breit-Wigner ansatz [9, 49], taking 690

into account the constraints imposed on the resonant am- 691

plitudes by a general unitarity condition. 692
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Q2 Inter- Mass, Γtot, Γπ∆, BFπ∆, Γρp, BFρp,
val, GeV2 GeV MeV MeV % MeV %
0.25-0.60 1.458±0.012 363±39 142±48 23-58 6±4 <2
0.5-1.5 1.450±0.011 352±37 120±41 20-52 5±2 <2
2.0-3.5 1.457±0.008 331±54 129±52 20-65 6±2 1.1-2.6
3.0-5.0 1.446±0.013 352±33 151±32 31-57 5±1 1.2-2.0

TABLE VI. Masses and total/partial hadronic decay widths
of the N(1440)1/2+ into π∆ and ρp determined from fits of
the π+π−p electroproduction cross sections carried out inde-
pendently within different Q2 intervals. The new results from
this work are given in the last two rows. The results in the
upper rows are available from previous studies [9, 10] of the
π+π−p electroproduction cross sections.

Q2 Inter- Mass, Γtot, Γπ∆, BFπ∆, Γρp, BFρp,
val, GeV2 GeV MeV MeV % MeV %
0.25-0.60 1.521±0.004 127±4 35±4 24-32 16±5 8-17
0.5-1.5 1.520±0.001 125±4 36±5 25-34 13±6 5-16
2.0-3.5 1.518±0.003 122±7 29±5 19-30 15±6 7-18
3.0-5.0 1.522±0.003 121±7 30±5 20-30 13±5 6-16

TABLE VII. Masses and total/partial hadronic decay widths
of the N(1520)3/2− into π∆ and ρp determined from fits of
the π+π−p electroproduction cross sections carried out inde-
pendently within different Q2 intervals. The new results from
this work are given in the last two rows. The results in the
upper rows are available from previous studies [9, 10] of the
π+π−p electroproduction cross sections.

IV. N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, AND ∆(1600)3/2+693

ELECTROCOUPLINGS AND HADRONIC694

DECAY WIDTHS TO π∆ AND ρp695

The resonance parameters determined from the data696

fit include the electrocouplings, the partial decay widths697

into π∆ and ρp, and the total resonance decay widths.698

They are averaged from the group of fits selected by699

the χ2/d.p. limits for each bin and their mean values700

are taken as the resonance parameters extracted from701

the data. The r.m.s dispersions in these parameters are702

taken as the uncertainties. The electrocoupling uncer-703

tainties obtained in this manner take into account both704

the statistical and systematic uncertainties in the data,705

as well as the systematic uncertainties associated with706

the JM23 model. Furthermore, we consistently account707

for the correlations between the variations of the resonant708

and non-resonant contributions when extracting the res-709

onance parameters. In the cases where the ranges of the710

extracted electrocouplings covered more than 90% of the711

intervals for the electrocoupling variation (starting val-712

ues ±σ) employed in the data fit, we further increased713

the ranges of the variation and repeated the data fit, so714

that eventually the electrocouplings extracted from the715

data were inside the intervals of the variations employed716

in the data fit. In this way, we made sure that the em-717

ployed ranges were sufficient to determine both the mean718

values of the resonance parameters and their uncertain-719

ties.720

FIG. 8. Electrocouplings of the N(1440)1/2+ determined
from independent fits of the π+π−p electroproduction cross
sections in three W intervals, 1.41–1.51 GeV (blue squares),
1.46–1.56 GeV (red circles), and 1.51–1.61 GeV (black trian-
gles), for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 within the JM23 model.

A. Parameters for the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2−721

The hadronic decay widths of the N(1440)1/2+ and722

N(1520)3/2− were deduced from the fits of the π+π−p723

differential cross sections using the procedures described724

in Section III. The results are presented in Table VI for725

the N(1440)1/2+ and in Table VII for the N(1520)3/2−.726

For both resonances, their masses and total/partial727

hadronic decay widths into π∆ and ρp are self-consistent728

in the four Q2 intervals covered by the CLAS π+π−p729

electroproduction cross sections from the previous stud-730

ies [9, 10] and those reported in this work. The suc-731

cessful fit of the data achieved within a broad range of732

Q2 from 0.25–5.0 GeV2 with Q2-independent resonance733

masses and total/partial hadronic decay widths given the734

pronounced evolution of the non-resonant mechanisms735

with Q2, demonstrates that both the N(1440)1/2+ and736

N(1520)3/2− are excited states of the proton produced737

in the s-channel for the γvp interaction.738

The electrocouplings for the N(1440)1/2+ and739

N(1520)3/2− determined from the fits of the π+π−p740
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FIG. 9. Electrocouplings of the N(1520)3/2− determined
from independent fits of the π+π−p electroproduction cross
sections in three W intervals, 1.41–1.51 GeV (blue squares),
1.46–1.56 GeV (red circles), and 1.51–1.61 GeV (black trian-
gles), for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 within the JM23 model.

cross sections carried out independently in three over- 741

lapping W intervals for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 are shown 742

in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The non-resonant con- 743

tributions in these three W intervals are different, how- 744

ever the extracted electrocouplings are consistent within 745

the uncertainties, suggesting credible extraction of these 746

quantities. 747

In order to compare results for the N(1440)1/2+ and 748

N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings in the π+π−p electropro- 749

duction channel with the values from the analysis of πN 750

electroproduction, we must use common decay branching 751

fractions to these final states for each resonance. Within 752

the JM23 model, the sum of the branching fractions into 753

πN and ππN accounts for almost 100% of the total de- 754

cay widths of the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2−. Since 755

the πN exclusive electroproduction channels are the most 756

sensitive to contributions from the N(1440)1/2+ and 757

N(1520)3/2−, we re-evaluated the branching fraction for 758

the decay to the ππN final states BF (ππN)corr as 759

BF (ππN)corr = 1−BF (πN). (9)

For these resonance decays to ππN , it turns out that the 760

estimated branching fractions BF (ππN)corr are slightly 761

(<10%) different with respect to those obtained from the 762

π+π−p fit (BF (ππN)0). Therefore, we multiplied the 763

π∆ and ρp hadronic decay widths of the N(1440)1/2+ 764

and N(1520)3/2− from the π+π−p fit by the ratio 765

BF (ππN)corr
BF (ππN)0

. The electrocouplings obtained were then 766

multiplied by the correction factors 767

Chd =

√
BF (ππN)corr
BF (ππN)0

(10)

in order to keep the resonant parts and the computed 768

π+π−p differential cross sections unchanged under the 769

re-scaling of the resonance hadronic decay parameters 770

described above. 771

A special procedure was developed for the evaluation 772

of the transverse Ai (i = 1/2, 3/2) and longitudinal Si 773

(i = 1/2) electrocouplings analyzing the results from in- 774

dependent fits of the electroproduction cross sections in 775

the three W intervals with electrocouplings and uncer- 776

tainties Ai,j ± δAi,j and Si,j ± δSi,j , where the index 777

j = 1 → 3 is the W interval. First, we found the overlap 778

range for the electrocouplings [Amin
i − Amax

i ] (i = 1/2, 779

3/2) and [Smin
i −Smax

i ] (i = 1/2) from the data fit in the 780

three W intervals 781

Amin
i = min[Ai,j + δAi,j ] (11)

Smin
i = min[Si,j + δSi,j ]

Amax
i = max[Ai,j − δAi,j ]

Smax
i = max[Si,j − δSi,j ].

Within these ranges the best data description was 782

achieved in all W intervals. Consequently, the mean val- 783
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FIG. 10. (Left) N(1440)1/2+ electrocouplings determined from the πN differential cross sections, beam, target, and beam-
target asymmetries [8] (red triangles) and from the π+π−p differential cross sections (blue squares) for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2

presented in this work. The electrocouplings from the πN data after interpolation over Q2 are compared with the results from
the π+π−p data. (Right) N(1440)1/2+ electrocouplings from the πN and π+π−p data for Q2 from 0.25–5.0 GeV2. The results
from πN electroproduction [8] are shown by the red circles. The electrocouplings from the π+π−p differential cross sections
measured with CLAS for Q2 from 0.25–1.5 GeV2 [9, 10] are shown by the green triangles. The electrocouplings determined
within the JM23 model are shown by the magenta diamonds. The photocouplings from the PDG [12] and from the CLAS πN
photoproduction data [55] are shown by the blue triangle and square, respectively.

ues for Ai and Si were redefined as:784

Ai =
Amin

i +Amax
i

2
, (i = 1/2, 3/2) (12)

Si =
Smin
i + Smax

i

2
, (i = 1/2).

There are three sources of uncertainties in the evalu-785

ation of Ai and Si in each of the three W intervals: a)786

the range of overlap between the electrocouplings deter-787

mined from the data fit defined in Eq.(11), b) the root788

mean square (RMS) for the mean values of the deter-789

mined electrocouplings, i.e. RMS [Ai,j ] and RMS [Si,j ],790

and c) the differences between the redefined electrocou-791

plings according to Eq.(12) and their average values ob-792

tained from the data fit. The total uncertainties were793

obtained as the quadrature sum of the contributions a)794
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FIG. 11. (Left) N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings determined from the πN differential cross sections, beam, target, and beam-
target asymmetries [8] (red triangles) and from the π+π−p differential cross sections (blue squares) for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2

presented in this work. The electrocouplings from the πN data after interpolation over Q2 are compared with the results from
the π+π−p data. (Right) N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings from the πN and π+π−p data for Q2 from 0.25–5.0 GeV2. The results
from πN electroproduction [8] are shown by the red circles. The electrocouplings from the π+π−p differential cross sections
measured with CLAS for Q2 from 0.25–1.5 GeV2 [9, 10] are shown by the green triangles. The electrocouplings determined
within the JM23 model are shown by the magenta diamonds. The photocouplings from the PDG [12] and from the CLAS πN
photoproduction data [55] are shown by the blue triangles and squares, respectively.
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Q2 Interval, A1/2 × 1000, S1/2 × 1000,

GeV2 GeV−1/2 GeV−1/2

2.0-2.4 68.7 ± 6.6 7.6 ± 4.1
2.4-3.0 60.2 ± 4.9 11.8 ± 4.2
3.0-3.5 32.3 ± 7.5 8.7 ± 5.3
3.5-4.2 24.6 ± 3.6 11.6 ± 3.0
4.2-5.0 22.8 ± 4.3 3.3 ± 2.0

TABLE VIII. N(1440)1/2+ electrocouplings determined from
the π+π−p differential cross sections measured with the CLAS
detector [43, 44] in three W intervals, 1.41–1.51 GeV, 1.46–
1.56 GeV, and 1.51–1.61 GeV, for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 eval-
uated according to Eqs.(12,13).

Q2 Interval, A1/2 × 1000, S1/2 × 1000, A3/2 × 1000,

GeV2 GeV−1/2 GeV−1/2 GeV−1/2

2.0-2.4 -35.8 ± 4.8 -3.8 ± 5.4 16.8 ± 2.2
2.4-3.0 -37.5 ± 5.2 -4.1 ± 5.6 15.8 ± 3.2
3.0-3.5 -25.7 ± 3.5 -0.1 ± 2.4 9.0 ± 3.5
3.5-4.2 -16.8 ± 5.2 -3.3 ± 1.4 11.2 ± 4.3
4.2-5.0 -15.6 ± 6.7 -0.5 ± 3.0 7.0 ± 4.1

TABLE IX. N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings determined from
the π+π−p differential cross sections measured with the CLAS
detector [43, 44] in three W intervals, 1.41–1.51 GeV, 1.46–
1.56 GeV, and 1.51–1.61 GeV, for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 eval-
uated according to Eqs.(12,13).

to c)795

δAi =

√
(Amax

i −Amin
i )2

4
+ (RMS[Ai,j ])2 +∆A2

i (13)

∆Ai =
Amin

i +Amax
i

2
−

∑
j=1,2,3 Ai,j

3

δSi =

√
(Smax

i − Smin
i )2

4
+ (RMS[Si,j ])2 +∆S2

i

∆Si =
Smin
i + Smax

i

2
−

∑
j=1,2,3 Si,j

3
.

The electrocouplings determined for the N(1440)1/2+796

and N(1520)3/2− are listed in Tables VIII and IX, re-797

spectively. We consider these results as the final electro-798

couplings from the analysis of the π+π−p electroproduc-799

tion cross sections within the JM23 model.800

In Figs. 10 (left) and 11 (left) we compare the elec-801

trocouplings of the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− ob-802

tained from analyses of πN electroproduction cross sec-803

tions, beam, target, and beam-target asymmetries within804

the unitary isobar model and dispersion relation ap-805

proach [8, 56] with the results available from analysis of806

the nine independent one-fold differential π+π−p electro-807

production cross sections within JM23. The analyses of808

the πN and π+π−p data were carried out with different809

Q2-binning. For direct comparison, the electrocouplings810

obtained from πN were interpolated over Q2, so that811

the electrocouplings could be compared at the same Q2-812

values. The comparison between all currently available813

electrocouplings for the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2−814

W Inter- Q2 Inter- Mass, Γtot, Γπ∆, BFπ∆,
val, GeV val, GeV2 GeV GeV GeV %
1.46-1.56 2.0-3.5 1.55±0.014 244±21 154±21 50-78
1.51-1.61 2.0-3.5 1.57±0.018 259±21 169±22 52-81
1.56-1.66 2.0-3.5 1.57±0.042 256±33 166±34 46-90
1.46-1.56 3.0-5.0 1.56±0.030 249±37 158±37 42-92
1.51-1.61 3.0-5.0 1.56±0.030 249±34 158±34 44-89
1.56-1.66 3.0-5.0 1.58±0.039 263±29 172±29 49-86
PDG PDG 1.50-1.64 200-300 172±29 73-83

TABLE X. Mass and total/partial decay widths of the
∆(1600)3/2+ into π∆ determined from the fit of π+π−p elec-
troproduction cross sections carried out independently within
two intervals in Q2 and within three overlapping intervals in
W . The PDG parameters are listed in the bottom row.

from CLAS πN and π+π−p electroproduction is shown in815

Figs. 10 (right) and 11 (right). Overall, good agreement816

has been achieved between the electrocouplings of both817

the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− determined from in-818

dependent analyses of the πN and π+π−p data.819

The πN and π+π−p electroproduction channels ac-820

count for the largest part of the total meson electro-821

production cross sections in the resonance region for822

W < 2 GeV. Their non-resonant amplitudes are different,823

however, the N∗ electrocouplings obtained from indepen-824

dent studies of these channels should be the same at each825

Q2, since the resonance electroexcitation and hadronic826

decay amplitudes into the different final states should827

be independent. Hence, consistent results on the electro-828

couplings of the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− deduced829

from πN and π+π−p observed within a broad range of830

Q2 from the photon point to 5.0 GeV2 validates the ex-831

traction of the γvpN
∗ electrocouplings from the π+π−p832

electroproduction data.833

B. Parameters for the ∆(1600)3/2+834

After the discovery of several new excited states of the835

proton from global multichannel analysis of exclusive me-836

son photo- and hadroproduction data [57], the status of837

the ∆(1600)3/2+ was elevated to a four-star firmly es-838

tablished state [12]. This resonance decays preferentially839

into π∆ and has been included in the JM23 model.840

The electrocouplings, mass, and total/partial hadronic841

decay widths of the ∆(1600)3/2+ have been determined842

for the first time from independent analysis of the843

π+π−p differential cross sections within three overlap-844

ping W intervals, 1.46–1.56 GeV, 1.51–1.61 GeV, and845

1.56–1.66 GeV, for Q2 from 2.0–3.5 GeV2 and from 3.0–846

5.0 GeV2. The ∆(1600)3/2+ contributes substantially to847

each of these intervals.848

The mass and hadronic decay parameters of the849

∆(1600)3/2+ determined from independent fits within850

the six overlapping (W ,Q2) bins listed in Table X are851

consistent within their uncertainties. They are also in852

good agreement with reported PDG values [12]. The853
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FIG. 12. (Left) ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings deduced from independent fits of the π+π−p differential cross sections carried
out within three W intervals, 1.46–1.56 GeV (blue squares), 1.51–1.61 GeV (red circles), and 1.56–1.66 GeV (black triangles),
for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2. (Right) ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings evaluated by combining the results from the three W intervals
as described in Section IVA.

masses and hadronic decay widths of N∗s excited in the 854

s-channel for γvp interactions should be Q2-independent, 855

since the resonance electroexcitation and hadronic decay 856

amplitudes are independent. The resonance hadronic de- 857

cay widths obtained from the data fit within the three 858

W intervals should also be the same since the cor- 859

responding hadronic decay amplitudes are defined at 860

the resonant point W = MN∗ . Therefore, the re- 861

sults in Table X provide evidence for the manifesta- 862

tion of the ∆(1600)3/2+ as an s-channel resonance seen 863
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Q2 Interval, A1/2 × 1000, S1/2 × 1000, A3/2 × 1000,

GeV2 GeV−1/2 GeV−1/2 GeV−1/2

2.0-2.4 -11.7 ± 2.5 7.5 ± 2.2 -22.1 ± 4.0
2.4-3.0 -10.6 ± 3.5 9.0 ± 1.8 -16.4 ± 3.7
3.0-3.5 -8.4 ± 1.0 8.0 ± 2.1 -14.5 ± 3.8
3.5-4.2 -7.0 ± 1.7 4.2 ± 1.5 -11.3 ± 4.4
4.2-5.0 -4.9 ± 1.1 5.1 ± 2.1 -9.2 ± 2.7

TABLE XI. ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings determined from
the π+π−p differential cross sections measured with the CLAS
detector in three W intervals, 1.46–1.56 GeV, 1.51–1.61 GeV,
and 1.56–1.66 GeV, for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 evaluated as
described in Section IVA.

in π+π−p electroproduction. Furthermore, the pro-864

nounced Q2-evolution observed in the non-resonant con-865

tributions makes interpretation of the ∆(1600)3/2+ as866

a singularity of the non-resonant amplitudes or a dy-867

namically generated resonance unlikely. The successful868

description of the π+π−p electroproduction data within869

the (W ,Q2) bins listed in Table X achieved with W -870

andQ2-independent ∆(1600)3/2+ mass and total/partial871

hadronic decay widths has also demonstrated the capabil-872

ity of the JM23 model for the evaluation of the resonant873

contributions from this state.874

The procedure for the extraction of the ∆(1600)3/2+875

electrocouplings is similar to that used for the876

N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− described in Section III.877

As starting values for the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings,878

we explored a ±50% range around the values predicted879

by CSM [48]. Under this variation, the π+π−p differ-880

ential cross sections computed within JM23 are spread881

within a range that overlaps the measured differential882

cross sections for the dominant part of the CLAS data883

points [43, 44]. The extracted ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocou-884

plings within each of the three W intervals are shown885

in Fig. 12 (left). The non-resonant amplitudes in the886

three W intervals are different, however, the determined887

∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings are the same within their888

uncertainties. This success solidifies the evidence for the889

extraction of the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings. The fi-890

nal results for the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings were891

determined by combining the results obtained from the892

data fits in the three W intervals using the procedure de-893

scribed in Section IVA. They are listed in Table XI and894

shown in Fig. 12 (right). Currently, the CLAS π+π−p895

electroproduction cross sections are the only data from896

which electrocouplings of this state have become avail-897

able. Extraction of the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings898

from π0p electroproduction data [58, 59] will be the next899

important step in the exploration of the structure of this900

state.901

V. INSIGHT INTO NUCLEON RESONANCE902

STRUCTURE903

The new results on the γvpN
∗ electrocouplings avail-904

able from the analysis of the CLAS π+π−p electroproduc-905

tion data for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2, together with the906

previously available results from πN and π+π−p elec-907

troproduction off protons for Q2 < 1.5 GeV2, provide908

important input needed to check theory predictions on909

the structure of N∗ states and their emergence from910

QCD [3, 6, 34, 62]. In this Section, we describe new911

opportunities for the exploration of the structure of the912

N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+ provided913

by the results on their electrocouplings.914

A. N(1440)1/2+ Resonance Structure915

The CLAS results on the electrocouplings of the916

N(1440)1/2+ have been described for Q2 from 2.0–917

5.0 GeV2 within different approaches. The relativistic918

light-front quark model [31] and the CSM [40] are shown919

as representative examples in Fig. 13 (left) for the de-920

scription of its A1/2 electrocoupling.921

The CSM approach provides a good description in the922

range of Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 of the electrocouplings of923

the N(1440)1/2+ as a bound quark+diquark system in924

its first radial excitation [40]. Within this approach, the925

momentum dependence of the dressed quark and gluon926

masses has been evaluated from the solution of the QCD927

equations of motion for the quark and gluon fields. The928

gluon self-interaction encoded in the QCD Lagrangian929

underpins the emergence of the dynamically generated930

gluon mass, which at distances on the order of the hadron931

size, approaches the mass scale of ≈0.4 GeV. This pro-932

cess is responsible for the sharp increase of the QCD933

running coupling αs/π at distances where perturbative934

QCD evolves into the strongly coupled QCD (sQCD)935

regime [36, 38]. At quark momenta below 2 GeV, where936

αs/π increases rapidly and becomes comparable with937

unity, the energy stored in the gluon field is transformed938

into the momentum dependence of the dynamically gen-939

erated dressed quark mass, which increases rapidly with940

increasing distance (or inverse quark momentum) and ap-941

proaches the mass scale of≈0.4 GeV at quark momenta<942

0.5 GeV. The dressed quarks with momentum-dependent943

masses deduced from QCD are treated as the building944

blocks for the quark core of the ground and excited state945

nucleons. Their masses and wave functions are obtained946

from the solution of the Faddeev equations for three947

dressed quarks in the approximation of a quark+diquark948

kernel [34, 39, 40].949

The diquark correlations employed in CSM are differ-950

ent in comparison with the rigid diquarks of constituent951

quark models. In the CSM approach, diquarks repre-952

sent correlated quark pairs, whose correlation amplitudes953

are computed as the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equa-954

tion with the kernel for the two-dressed-quark interac-955
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FIG. 13. (Left) N(1440)1/2+ A1/2 electrocouplings determined from studies of πN electroproduction (red circles) [8] and

from π+π−p electroproduction for Q2 < 1.5 GeV2 (green triangles) [9, 10] and for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 available from this
work (magenta diamonds). The electrocoupling description within CSM [40], employing a momentum dependent dressed quark
mass deduced from the QCD Lagrangian, is shown by the black solid line. The descriptions achieved within light-front quark
models are shown that a) implement a phenomenological momentum-dependent dressed quark mass [31] (black dashed line)
and b) account for both an inner core of three constituent quarks and an external meson-baryon cloud [60] (blue dashed line).
(Right) The evolution of the N(1440)1/2+ complex pole mass available from the analysis of meson photo- and hadroproduction
data within the Argonne-Osaka coupled-channel approach [61, 62] for running values of the meson-baryon couplings from zero
(corresponding to the bare quark-core mass on the real energy axis shown by the shaded gray circle) to the finite values
determined from the data. The mass of the observed N(1440)1/2+ is determined by the two poles in the complex energy
plane labeled on the graph as A and B. The colored lines show the pole movement and splitting as the meson-baryon couplings
increase. The horizontal dashed lines show the cuts owing to the opening of the quasi-two-body channels with unstable hadrons.

FIG. 14. Faddeev equation for computation of the masses and
wave functions of the quark core of the ground and excited
states of the nucleon. The kernel for the matrix-valued inte-
gral equations is represented by the blue area.

tion mediated by dressed gluon exchange starting from 956

the QCD Lagrangian. The CSM diquark is a dynam- 957

ical object that interacts with the corresponding third 958

quark, forming a new correlated diquark pair, as shown 959

in Fig. 14. The masses of the ground and excited states 960

of the nucleon of a given spin-parity JP have been ob- 961

tained as poles in the respective JP partial waves of the 962

Faddeev amplitude of the three dressed quarks from the 963

solution of the Faddeev equations depicted in Fig. 14. 964

The wave functions for the ground and excited states 965

of the nucleon were obtained from the Faddeev ampli- 966

tude residues at the pole positions. The electrocouplings 967

are evaluated considering the virtual photon interaction 968

with the electromagnetic currents of the dressed quark 969

and diquark system for the transitions between diquarks 970

of the same or different spin-parities, and account for the 971

virtual photon interaction at the vertex describing di- 972

quark decay/recombination to/from the pair of uncorre- 973

lated quarks shown by the blue shadowed area in Fig. 14 974

[39]. 975

Within the light-front quark model [31, 63], the 976

N(1440)1/2+ is treated as a bound system of three con- 977

stituent quarks in their first radial excitation. The mo- 978

mentum dependence of the constituent quark mass has 979

been employed in order to reproduce the experimental re- 980

sults on the nucleon elastic form factors. With the same 981

momentum dependence of the constituent quark mass the 982

model has succeeded in providing a reasonable descrip- 983

tion of the electrocouplings of all N∗ states in the mass 984

range up to 1.6 GeV. 985

As shown in Fig. 13 (left), both CSM and the light- 986

front quark model describe the N(1440)1/2+ electro- 987

couplings for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 by employing a 988

momentum-dependent quark mass with virtually coinci- 989

dent predictions. This success demonstrates strong sup- 990

port for quarks with running mass as active structural 991

components in the ground and excited states of the nu- 992

cleon at distances where the contributions from the quark 993

core become the largest, which occurs atQ2 ≳ 2 GeV2 for 994

the N(1440)1/2+. However, both the CSM [40] and the 995

light-front quark model of Ref. [31] fail to reproduce the 996

N(1440)1/2+ electrocouplings for Q2 < 1 GeV2. This 997

failure points to additional contributions to the struc- 998

ture relevant at distances on the order of the baryon size. 999

These contributions arise from the meson-baryon cloud. 1000

The light-front quark model of Ref. [60], which takes 1001

into account the contributions from both the meson- 1002

baryon cloud and the quark core to the structure of the 1003
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N(1440)1/2+, provides a much better description of the1004

data at low Q2, while retaining a reasonable descrip-1005

tion at higher Q2. This feature explains the success of1006

the models that account for only the meson-baryon de-1007

grees of freedom in describing the electrocouplings of the1008

N(1440)1/2+ for Q2 < 1 GeV2 [64–66].1009

Taking into account the contributions from the quark1010

core and meson-baryon cloud allowed for the resolution1011

of the long-standing puzzle on the ordering of the masses1012

of the radial and orbital excitations in the N∗ spectrum.1013

Most quark models with quark interactions mediated by1014

gluon exchange predict the mass of the first radial exci-1015

tation of three quarks above the mass of the first orbital1016

excitation. The experimental results, in contrast with1017

these quark model expectations, revealed that the mass1018

of the N(1440)1/2+ (1.440 GeV), a state that represents1019

the first radial excitation of three quarks, is below that1020

of the states belonging to the [70,1−] SU(6) spin-flavor1021

super-multiplet (1.520 GeV and 1.535 GeV for the light-1022

est states) and thus should be expected as the first orbital1023

excitation of three quarks. Coupled-channel analyses of1024

the meson photo- and hadroproduction data carried out1025

by the Argonne-Osaka group [61, 62] (see Fig. 13 (right))1026

revealed that in the limit of zero meson-baryon coupling1027

corresponding to the contribution from just the bare1028

quark core, the mass of 1.76 GeV of the N(1440)1/2+ ra-1029

dial excitation would be above the masses of the lightest1030

N∗ in the [70,1−] super-multiplet, and hence in agree-1031

ment with the quark model expectations. As the meson-1032

baryon couplings increase toward the values established1033

in the data analysis, the single pole on the real energy1034

axis moves into the complex energy plane and eventually1035

splits into two poles A and B related to the N(1440)1/2+1036

properties, while the third pole C moves toward the mass1037

range above 1.7 GeV as shown in Fig. 13 (right). There-1038

fore, the meson-baryon dressing is responsible for the1039

shift of the bare quark core mass down to the value of the1040

measured mass, below the lightest states in the [70,1−]1041

super-multiplet.1042

The CLAS results on the N(1440)1/2+ electrocou-1043

plings available over a broad range of Q2 < 5.0 GeV2
1044

(see Fig. 13) have revealed its structure as an interplay1045

between the inner core of three dressed quarks in their1046

first radial excitation augmented by the external meson-1047

baryon cloud. The meson-baryon degrees of freedom are1048

most relevant for Q2 ≲ 1 GeV2, while photons of virtu-1049

alities Q2 ≳ 2 GeV2 interact mostly with the quark core.1050

Therefore, higher Q2 studies are preferential for the ex-1051

ploration of the quark degrees of freedom in the structure1052

of this state. Thus studies of theN∗ electrocouplings over1053

a broad Q2 range are necessary to establish the relevant1054

degrees of freedom in their structure and to shed light on1055

their distance-dependent evolution.1056

The CSM analysis has provided predictions for the1057

quark core wave function of the N(1440)1/2+ in terms1058

of quark+diquark configurations of certain values of the1059

orbital angular momentum of the quark relative to the1060

diquark, as well as for certain isospin and spin-parity1061

values for the diquarks [67]. The Faddeev equations are1062

Poincaré covariant and their solution is available in any1063

reference frame. For comparison with the quark model1064

expectations, the quark+diquark content in the analysis1065

of Ref. [67] was evaluated in the resonance rest frame.1066

Evaluations of the contributions from quark+diquark1067

configurations into the resonance mass within CSM1068

showed that the dominant part of the bare quark core1069

mass of the N(1440)1/2+ is created by a configuration1070

with a scalar diquark of spin-parity JP = 0+ and rela-1071

tive orbital angular momentum L = 0 of the quark. This1072

fully relativistic finding based on the QCD Lagrangian1073

is in good agreement with expectations from the ma-1074

jority of constituent quark models [18, 19, 32, 62, 63].1075

However, the evaluation of the contributions from the1076

quark+diquark configurations in the N(1440)1/2+ wave1077

function has revealed a more complex pattern: a) the1078

contributions from scalar JP = 0+ and axial-vector di-1079

quarks become comparable and b) higher orbital angu-1080

lar momenta of the quark also contribute to the wave1081

function. Therefore, studies of only the spectrum of N∗
1082

states have limited sensitivity to their structure. Any1083

statement on N∗ structure based solely on analysis of1084

the N∗ spectrum is tenuous as such studies only account1085

for the wave function behavior at distances comparable1086

with the hadron size. The full complexity of the N∗ wave1087

function can be mapped out from the results on the Q2-1088

evolution of the electrocouplings as they are sensitive to1089

all configurations contributing to the wave function and1090

their distance-dependent evolution.1091

Lowest-order Chebyshev projections for all configura-1092

tions contributing to the N(1440)1/2+ quark core wave1093

function evaluated within CSM [67] revealed zeros in1094

their dependencies on the relative quark+diquark mo-1095

mentum. This serves as evidence for a radial excitation in1096

the three quark system. Again, this finding, obtained un-1097

der direct connection to QCD, explains the success of the1098

quark model results [18, 19, 32, 62, 63] for the quark core1099

of the N(1440)1/2+ as a radial excitation of the three1100

quark system. The good description of the N(1440)1/2+1101

electrocouplings obtained from the π+π−p electroproduc-1102

tion data of this work and from πN electroproduction for1103

Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 achieved with CSM supports these1104

predictions on its quark core wave function.1105

B. N(1520)3/2− Resonance Structure1106

The detailed and consistent information on the elec-1107

trocouplings of the N(1520)3/2− available for Q2 <1108

5.0 GeV2 from the studies of πN and π+π−p electropro-1109

duction sheds light on the relevant degrees of freedom in1110

its structure. From its SU(6) assignment, the quark core1111

of the N(1520)3/2− can be described as three quarks1112

in the octet flavor SU(3)-multiplet of mixed permutation1113

symmetry with spin S = 1/2 and orbital angular momen-1114

tum L = 1 [19, 68]. The predicted N(1520)3/2− electro-1115

couplings accounting for only this three-quark configu-1116
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FIG. 15. N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings determined from
studies of πN electroproduction (red circles) [8], and from
π+π−p electroproduction for Q2 < 1.5 GeV2(green trian-
gles) [9, 10] and for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 available from
this work (magenta diamonds): A1/2(Q

2) (top), S1/2(Q
2)

(middle), and A3/2(Q
2) (bottom). The electrocoupling de-

scriptions achieved within the light-front quark model that
includes only the three-quark configuration expected for the
SU(6) assignment of the N(1520)3/2− [68] are shown by
the dotted red lines. The results of the light-front quark
model [31] that employs three quark configuration mixing and
a phenomenological parameterization for the running quark
mass and from the hypercentral constituent quark model [19]
are shown by the solid blue and dashed black curves, respec-
tively.

ration have become available from the relativistic quark 1117

model [68] and are shown in Fig. 15 by the dotted red 1118

lines. These predictions are in strong disagreement with 1119

the experimental results. These significant discrepancies 1120

suggest that the structure of theN(1520)3/2− quark core 1121

is more complex than expected from its SU(6) assign- 1122

ment. 1123

FIG. 16. (Top) Color map for the contributions to the
N(1520)3/2− wave function from quark+diquark configura-
tions with L and L′ orbital angular momenta in the canonical
normalization constant of the N∗ wave functions accounting
for S, P , D, and F quark orbital angular momenta. Here, L
and L′ represent the quark orbital angular momenta in the
resonance wave function and its conjugate, respectively. The
axis labels represent the parts of the Faddeev amplitude that
contain this information [69]. (Bottom) The contributions
from the pairs of quark+diquark configurations to the canon-
ical normalization constant of the N(1520)3/2− quark core
wave function computed within CSM [69] in the resonance
rest frame. The color code is shown in the top figure.

A reasonable description of the N(1520)3/2− electro- 1124

couplings has been achieved within the framework of 1125

the hypercentral constituent quark model (hCQM) [19]. 1126
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Within this approach, the space part of the N(1520)3/2−1127

quark core wave function in the resonance rest frame is1128

described by six coordinates consisting of two solid an-1129

gles Ωρ, Ωλ, hyperangle ξ, and hyperradius x. Relations1130

between ξ, x, and the ρ and λ vectors that describe the1131

three quark systems can be found in Ref. [19]. Both ξ and1132

x are determined by the coordinates of the three quarks.1133

The wave function of the three-quark system expressed in1134

terms of the hypercentral coordinates effectively accounts1135

for the interactions between the three quarks, resulting1136

in their binding into the quark core. The confining po-1137

tential employed in the hCQM is a function of x and1138

consists of two parts: a Coulomb term relevant for dis-1139

tances close to the pQCD regime ∝ 1/x and a linear1140

confining part ∝ x. The SU(6)-violating part of the qq-1141

interaction consists of the hyperfine term stemming from1142

vector particle exchange between the two quarks and the1143

quark-flavor mixing term mediated by pseudoscalar me-1144

son exchange. Both terms are supported qualitatively1145

by the CSM approach [22, 39]. The dressed gluon ex-1146

change represents the vector particle exchange between1147

two quarks, while pseudoscalar meson exchange could be1148

traced back to dynamical chiral symmetry breaking at1149

distances comparable with the baryon size scale. Both1150

SU(6) violating terms and the linear confining term un-1151

derlie the three-quark configuration mixing. The electro-1152

couplings of most N∗s have been computed within the1153

hCQM for Q2 < 5.0 GeV2, keeping all model parame-1154

ters at the values that fit the N∗ spectrum. The hCQM1155

results on the Q2-evolution of the N(1520)3/2− electro-1156

couplings [19] are shown in Fig. 15 by the dashed black1157

lines, and a reasonable description has been achieved for1158

Q2 > 2.5 GeV2.1159

The N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings have also been1160

computed within the light-front quark model [31] and1161

are shown in Fig. 15 by the solid blue lines. The major1162

features of this model were highlighted in Section VA.1163

The electrocouplings of most N∗s in the mass range be-1164

low 1.6 GeV have been evaluated within this model by1165

employing the same momentum-dependent quark mass1166

deduced from the fit of the electromagnetic nucleon elas-1167

tic form factors. A reasonable description of the CLAS1168

results for the N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings has been1169

achieved for Q2 from 1.5–5.0 GeV2. The analysis of1170

the CLAS results on the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2−1171

electrocouplings within the light-front quark model [31]1172

suggests that quarks with momentum-dependent mass1173

represent the active degrees of freedom for the quark core1174

structure of these states. Studies of the N(1520)3/2−1175

electrocouplings within these models [19, 31] have also1176

demonstrated the important role of three-quark configu-1177

ration mixing in the generation of this state. However,1178

both of these models fail to describe the N(1520)3/2−1179

electrocouplings for Q2 ≲ 1 GeV2. These discrepancies1180

are suggestive of substantial meson-baryon cloud contri-1181

butions relevant at distances comparable with the baryon1182

size. The CLAS results on the N(1520)3/2− electro-1183

couplings show that its structure arises as a convolution1184

between the external meson-baryon cloud and the inner1185

core of three dressed quarks.1186

The contributions from different quark+diquark con-1187

figurations to the quark core of the N(1520)3/2− have1188

been evaluated within the CSM approach [69]. These1189

studies demonstrated that 92% of its quark core mass is1190

generated by configurations with axial-vector diquarks of1191

JP = 1+, while the combined contributions of the config-1192

urations with scalar JP = 0+ and axial-vector diquarks1193

account for almost 100% of the quark core mass, and with1194

respect to the relative angular momentum the P -wave1195

quark in the quark+diquark rest frame generates 98% of1196

the N(1520)3/2− quark core mass. These CSM evalua-1197

tions demonstrate that the dominant part of the quark1198

core mass of this state is created by quark+diquark con-1199

figurations consistent with its SU(6) assignment as the1200

first orbital excitation of three quarks of L = 1 and total1201

quark spin S = 1/2.1202

However, analysis of the contributions from1203

quark+diquark configurations to the Faddeev am-1204

plitude or wave function of the N(1520)3/2− reveals a1205

more complex pattern that becomes evident in the stud-1206

ies of the contributions from the pairs of quark+diquark1207

configurations with orbital angular momenta L and L′ in1208

the canonical normalization constant for the resonance1209

wave function evaluated in its rest frame. Here, L and1210

L′ represent the quark orbital angular momenta in the1211

resonance wave function and its conjugate, respectively.1212

The results are shown in Fig. 16. The major part of the1213

N(1520)3/2− quark core wave function is determined1214

by interference between P - and D-waves and by the1215

negative contribution of the D-wave. The contribution1216

from the P -wave is smaller but non-negligible. These1217

results qualitatively support the quark model findings1218

on the substantial role of quark configuration mixing1219

in the N(1520)3/2− quark core wave function. The1220

CSM studies demonstrated that the spectroscopic1221

N(1520)3/2− mass is determined by just a P -wave1222

quark+diquark configuration consistent with the SU(6)1223

assignment for this state. Therefore, studies of only1224

the N∗ spectrum do not have sufficient sensitivity1225

to elucidate the complexity of its structure. Indeed,1226

the resonance masses are determined by just the long1227

wavelength part of the wave function. Instead, the1228

electrocouplings are sensitive to the contributions from1229

different quark+diquark configurations, shedding light1230

on the full complexity of their structure.1231

Consequently, a comparison between the predicted1232

CSM results on the Q2-evolution of the N(1520)3/2−1233

electrocouplings with the results determined deduced1234

from the πN and π+π−p electroproduction data mea-1235

sured with CLAS provides a sensitive tool for valida-1236

tion of the CSM expectations on the complexity of1237

quark+diquark configuration mixing in theN(1520)3/2−1238

wave function obtained under a traceable connection1239

to the QCD Lagrangian. The evaluations of the1240

N(1520)3/2− electrocouplings within CSM are currently1241

in progress.1242
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C. ∆(1600)3/2+ Resonance Structure 1243

The predictions of the Q2-evolution of the 1244

∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings became available in 1245

2019 within the CSM [48]. These evaluations employed 1246

the same momentum-dependent dressed quark mass 1247

deduced from the QCD Lagrangian and the same 1248

framework was used for solving the Faddeev equa- 1249

tion to obtain the ∆(1600)3/2+ wave function as used 1250

previously in the description of the N(1440)1/2+ electro- 1251

couplings [40]. There are no additional free parameters 1252

in the computation of the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings. 1253

Furthermore, in 2019 no experimental results for the 1254

∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings were available. These 1255

have been obtained for the first time from this work. 1256

These CSM predictions are shown in Fig. 17 by the solid 1257

lines in comparison with the results determined from the 1258

data. 1259

The studies of the electrocouplings have demonstrated 1260

that the N∗ wave functions are determined by the com- 1261

bined contributions from the quark core and meson- 1262

baryon cloud. The CSM evaluation of the ∆(1600)3/2+ 1263

electrocouplings accounts for the contribution from only 1264

the quark core. Therefore, for comparison with the CSM 1265

expectations, the values deduced in this work should be 1266

divided by a factor to account for the contribution from 1267

only the three quark core component to the full resonance 1268

wave function normalization. This factor should be the 1269

same for all three ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings and Q2- 1270

independent. We obtained this factor of 0.6 from the best 1271

description of the nine one-fold differential cross sections 1272

for W from 1.46–1.66 GeV and Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 by 1273

varying the common multiplicative factor for the three 1274

∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings in the range from 0 to 1 1275

with the other parameters of the JM23 model that had 1276

been adjusted to fit the π+π−p electroproduction cross 1277

section data. Figure 17 shows the electrocouplings from 1278

the right column of Fig. 12 divided by a factor of 0.6 1279

and compared with the CSM expectations. The results 1280

on the Q2-evolution of the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings 1281

deduced from the π+π−p electroproduction data in this 1282

work have confirmed the CSM predictions. 1283

The quark core structure of the ∆(1600)3/2+ in terms 1284

of the contributing quark+diquark configurations has 1285

been computed in Ref. [70]. It was found that nearly 1286

100% of the mass of this state is generated by the 1287

quark+diquark configuration with an axial-vector di- 1288

quark of JP = 1+ and a quark in a relative S-wave in 1289

the resonance rest frame. The Chebyshev moment of this 1290

dominant configuration shows a clear zero crossing, pro- 1291

viding evidence for a radial excitation. Hence, the under- 1292

lying mass generation configuration for the ∆(1600)3/2+ 1293

quark core evaluated within the CSM is consistent with 1294

the SU(6) assignment of this state as the first radial ex- 1295

citation of three quarks in an S-wave coupled to isospin 1296

3/2. 1297

Studies of the contributions of quark+diquark config- 1298

urations with orbital angular momenta L and L′ in the 1299

FIG. 17. ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings obtained in this work:
A1/2 (top), S1/2 (middle), and A3/2 (bottom). For compar-
ison with the CSM predictions [48] (solid black lines), the
electrocouplings determined from the π+π−p data analysis
have been divided by a factor of 0.6 to account for the miss-
ing contributions from the meson-baryon cloud in the CSM
(see Section VC for details).

canonical normalization constant for the resonance wave 1300

function in its rest frame again revealed a much more 1301

complex structure of this state as shown in Fig. 18. The 1302

leading contribution arises from interference between S- 1303

and F -waves with sub-leading contributions from the D- 1304
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FIG. 18. The contributions of quark+diquark configurations
with orbital angular momenta L and L′ in the canonical nor-
malization constant of the ∆(1600)3/2+ quark core wave func-
tion computed within CSM in the resonance rest frame [70].
The color code is shown in Fig. 16.

wave and interference between P - andD-waves. As in the1305

case of the N(1520)3/2−, the mass of the ∆(1600)3/2+1306

does not have enough sensitivity to unravel the full com-1307

plexity of the wave function that can only be revealed1308

in the studies of the Q2-evolution of its electrocouplings.1309

Confirmation of the CSM predictions on theQ2-evolution1310

of the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings by the experimen-1311

tal results obtained in this work validates the structure1312

of its quark core evaluated within CSM under connection1313

to the QCD Lagrangian.1314

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK1315

A good description of the nine independent one-fold1316

differential π+π−p electroproduction cross sections off1317

the proton has been achieved within the data-driven1318

JM23 reaction model at W from 1.41–1.66 GeV for1319

Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2. Comparable uncertainties have1320

been achieved for the extracted resonant contributions1321

in the model fits and the measured cross sections. The1322

resonance electrocouplings have been determined from1323

the resonant contributions by employing a unitarized1324

Breit-Wigner ansatz, allowing the restrictions imposed1325

by a general unitarity condition on the resonant ampli-1326

tudes in exclusive π+π−p electroproduction to be taken1327

into account [9, 49]. The γvpN
∗ electrocouplings of1328

the N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+ reso-1329

nances have been determined from the π+π−p electropro-1330

duction data for the first time for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2.1331

The electrocouplings of the N(1440)1/2+ and1332

N(1520)3/2− determined in this work are in good agree-1333

ment with the results determined independently from the1334

π+n and π0p electroproduction channels [8]. The con-1335

sistency of the results from independent studies of πN1336

and π+π−p with completely different non-resonant con-1337

tributions, supports the capabilities of the JM23 reac-1338

tion model for the extraction of the resonance electro-1339

couplings from π+π−p electroproduction data. Further-1340

more, consistent results on the electrocouplings of the1341

N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and ∆(1600)3/2+ for Q2
1342

from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 available from the independent fits1343

of the π+π−p electroproduction cross sections in three1344

overlapping W intervals with the contribution from the1345

same resonance and different non-resonant amplitudes,1346

solidifies the capability of the JM23 model to provide1347

information on the resonance electrocouplings and their1348

partial hadronic decay widths into the π∆ and ρp final1349

states.1350

A successful description of the π+π−p electroproduc-1351

tion cross sections achieved for Q2 from 0.2–5.0 GeV2
1352

[9, 10, 16] with the same Q2-independent masses and to-1353

tal/partial hadronic decay widths for the N(1440)1/2+,1354

N(1520)3/2+, and ∆(1600)3/2+, suggests that these nu-1355

cleon excited states are produced in the s-channel of the1356

γvp interaction.1357

The new results on the electrocouplings presented in1358

this work extend the available information on the struc-1359

ture of N∗ states in the mass range up to 1.6 GeV. Anal-1360

yses of these results within the Argonne-Osaka coupled-1361

channel approach [28, 29, 61], quark models [31, 32, 60],1362

and within CSM under connection to the QCD La-1363

grangian [36, 40], have revealed the structure of these1364

states as a complex interplay between an inner core1365

of three dressed quarks and an external meson-baryon1366

cloud. Studies of the electrocouplings over a broad range1367

of Q2 are critical to reveal the structure of these states.1368

At Q2 ≲ 1 GeV2, the contribution from the meson-1369

baryon cloud to the interaction with virtual photons at1370

large distances is maximal. With increasing Q2, photons1371

of high virtuality penetrate the external meson-baryon1372

cloud and interact mostly with the core of three dressed1373

quarks, elucidating the three-quark component in the1374

structure of the N∗ states.1375

Continuum Schwinger methods [35, 40] have provided1376

a successful description of the N(1440)1/2+ electrocou-1377

plings for Q2 from 2.0–5.0 GeV2 by employing the mo-1378

mentum dependence of the dressed quark mass deduced1379

from the QCD Lagrangian. The CSM results are vir-1380

tually the same as those obtained within the relativis-1381

tic light-front quark model [31, 63], which employed a1382

phenomenological momentum-dependent dressed quark1383

mass fit to the results on the nucleon electromagnetic1384

elastic form factors. The predictions of the Q2-evolution1385

of the ∆(1600)3/2+ electrocouplings made by CSM in1386

2019 [48] with the same dressed quark mass function as1387

described above have been confirmed by the results ob-1388

tained in this work from the π+π−p electroproduction1389

data. All of these studies demonstrate the relevance of1390

dressed quarks with momentum-dependent running mass1391

as the active degrees of freedom in N∗ structure.1392

The results of this work on the electrocouplings of the1393

N(1520)3/2−, as well as the previously available results1394
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from the studies of πN electroproduction [8], provide a 1395

promising opportunity for CSM and other QCD-based 1396

approaches as they become available to explore the rele- 1397

vance of dressed quarks to N∗s of different structure. In 1398

constituent quark models, this state is treated as three 1399

quarks with orbital angular momentum L = 1 and be- 1400

longing to the [70,1−] SU(6) spin-flavor multiplet. CSM 1401

evaluations of the electrocouplings of this state are cur- 1402

rently in progress. 1403

In the near future we are planning to determine from 1404

the CLAS π+π−p electroproduction data the electrocou- 1405

plings of the most prominent nucleon excited states in 1406

the mass range of W from 1.6–2.0 GeV for Q2 from 2.0– 1407

5.0 GeV2. Analyses of these results provide additional 1408

promising opportunities for hadron structure theory to 1409

shed light on many facets of the dynamics in the strong 1410

QCD regime as more excited states of the nucleon with 1411

different structural features emerge from QCD. These 1412

studies also motivate the potential increase of the Jeffer- 1413

son Lab electron beam energy up to 22 GeV, which will 1414

offer a unique way to explore the full range of distances 1415

where N∗ structure emerges in the transition from the 1416

perturbative to the strongly coupled QCD regime [71]. 1417
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